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Abstract
In [V.V. Bludov, A.M.W. Glass, A.H. Rhemtulla, Ordered groups in which all convex jumps are
central, J. Korean Math. Soc. 40 (2003) 225–239] we considered the class C of all orderable groups
with all orders having central convex jumps and the class C2 of all orderable groups all of whose two
generator subgroups belong to C. Both these classes contain all locally nilpotent torsion-free groups.
We proved that every soluble-by-finite group belonging to C2 must be locally nilpotent, but there is
a two-generator metabelian group belonging to C \ C2 (whence it is not locally nilpotent).
In this paper we consider the closure of C and C2 under elementary equivalence, direct sums and
full Cartesian products, homomorphic images, and residual properties. We further show that every
metabelian group G which has a central order can be embedded in a metabelian group G˜ belonging
to C so that each central order on G can be extended to G˜. This is achieved by ascending HNN-
extensions. We further show that a finitely generated metabelian group has a central order if and only
if it is residually torsion-free nilpotent.
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We follow standard notation from [3,8,10,11,13,18,19]. Recall the following notation
and well-known facts used for orderable groups.
In a totally ordered group (also called a linearly ordered group, or ordered group for
short) G, for each g ∈ G \ {1}, there is a convex subgroup Cg of G that is maximal with
respect to not containing g; it is called the convex value of g. If C∗g is the intersection
of all convex subgroups of G that contain g, then C∗g and Cg ≺ C∗g are called the con-
vex cover, and the convex jump of g, respectively. Moreover, Cg  C∗g . If every convex
jump is central (i.e., [C∗g ,G] ⊆ Cg for all g ∈ G \ {1}), then we say that the order is cen-
tral. This is equivalent to the order being weakly Abelian (xy  x2 for all x, y ∈ G with
x ∈ G+ = {g ∈ G: g > 1}), or to [x, y]  x for all x, y ∈ G (where we write a  b if
an  max{b, b−1} for all n ∈ Z)—also see [12]. Torsion-free locally nilpotent groups are
classical examples of such groups; they support total orders, and all total orders on such
groups are central [20]. In [1], we began an investigation of the class C of all orderable
groups all of whose orders are central, and also the class C2 of all orderable groups G with
the property that every order on every two generator subgroup of G is central. In particular,
we proved that every soluble-by-finite group belonging to C2 is locally nilpotent, but there
are two generator metabelian groups belonging to C that are not locally nilpotent. Recall
that C2 is the subgroup closed interior of the class C.
In this paper, we continue our investigation of the properties enjoyed by groups belong-
ing to these two classes. Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to the study of subgroups, factor
groups, residual properties and normal joins for C-groups. The techniques and limiting
examples have their origins in [1]. In contrast, in Section 4 we employ a completely dif-
ferent approach and use Golod’s construction of residually torsion-free-nilpotent groups to
give examples of finitely generated insoluble C2-groups. The last section characterizes the
metabelian groups which embed in metabelian C-groups.
2. Subgroups of C-groups
As is standard, we write [x,n y] as a shorthand for [x,
n︷ ︸︸ ︷
y, . . . , y]. An element x of a group
G is a left Engel element if for every h ∈ G there is n = n(h) ∈ Z+ such that [h,n x] = 1.
Recall that the class C consists of orderable groups in which every order is central.
This class is large enough to contain all orderable groups generated by left Engel elements
(Corollary 2.2) and small enough to require all such groups to have a central system with
torsion-free factors.
For metabelian groups, every group possessing a central system with torsion-free factors
is contained in a suitable C-group (Theorem H, Section 5). We do not know if this true for
all (soluble) groups.
Of course a subgroup of a C-group need not be a C-group. This is the case even when
the subgroup is of finite index (Example 2.6). Hence the interest in studying the subgroup
closed class C2 contained in C.
An interesting property of C-groups is that the join of normal C-groups is again a C-
group (Theorem A). This closure with respect to normal joins makes this a radical class for
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but we do not know if the join of normal C2-subgroups is a C2-group.
Lemma 2.1. Let G be an ordered group and n ∈ Z+. Then [a,n+1 b]  [a,n b] implies
[a, b]  a for all a, b ∈ G.
Proof. By induction, it suffices to prove that if [x, y, y]  [x, y], then [x, y]  x. Write
C for the value of [x, y]; so [x, y, y] ∈ C since [x, y, y]  [x, y]. Hence x−yxx−yxy2 ∈ C
and x−1xy /∈ C. If x  [x, y], then x ∈ C, so x  xy (whence xy  xy2 ). Since
x−yxx−yxy2 ∈ C, we get x, xy, xy2 ∈ C, contradicting [x, y] /∈ C. If [x, y] / x, then
x, xy ∈ C∗, the convex cover of C. Now C∗/C is isomorphic to a subgroup of R and
conjugation by y induces an automorphism; this must correspond to multiplication by a
positive real number, say s, by Hion’s Lemma (see [13, Theorem 1.5.1]). Working mod-
ulo C, if x corresponds to the real number r , then xy corresponds to the real number sr
and [x, y] to the real number (s − 1)r . Now C[x, y]y = C[x, y] since [x, y, y]  [x, y].
Therefore, s(s − 1)r = (s − 1)r . But x /∈ C, so r = 0. Therefore s = 1, whence [x, y] ∈ C.
This contradiction establishes that [x, y]  x, as desired. 
Corollary 2.2. If an orderable group G is generated by left Engel elements, then G ∈ C.
Proof. Let be an order on G, and let x be a left Engel element in G. Then for any h ∈ G,
[h,x]  h by Lemma 2.1. Let (C,C∗) be the convex jump containing h. Then [h,x] ∈ C,
and hence x centralizes C∗/C. Since G is generated by left Engel elements, it follows that
G centralizes C∗/C and the order is central. 
Corollary 2.3. If every element of an orderable group G is left Engel, then G ∈ C2.
Let G = Z  Z, the wreath product of two infinite cyclic groups. As noted in [1], G be-
longs to neither C nor C2. However, if H1 =∑n∈Z Z and H2 = Z, then these two subgroups
are Abelian and belong to C2 (and hence C), H1G and G = H1H2. Matters are more pro-
pitious when both subgroups are normal. Indeed,
Theorem A. Let G be an orderable group and let H be a subgroup of G generated by a
set {Hi : i ∈ I } of normal C-subgroups. Then H ∈ C.
Proof. We first prove the result when I is finite by induction on |I |. It is enough to show
that if H1,H2 ∈ C, then H1H2 ∈ C. If h ∈ H1H2 and h1 ∈ H1, then as [h,h1] ∈ H1 ∈ C, we
have [h,h1, h1]  [h,h1] for any total order on H1. By Lemma 2.1, [h,h1]  h for any
total order on H1H2. Similarly, [h,h2]  h if h2 ∈ H2. Moreover, since conjugation by h2
induces an automorphism of H1, we have that [h,h1]h2  [h,h1]2  h. Since [h,h1h2] =
[h,h2][h,h1]h2  h, the finite case follows.
The general case reduces to the above since a contradiction would result from a finite
set of indices. 
∑
Corollary 2.4. Let G = i∈I Hi with each Hi ∈ C. Then G ∈ C.
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Theorem B. Let G be an orderable group and let H be a subgroup of G satisfying the
condition: for every element g ∈ G, there is n = n(g) ∈ Z+ such that gn ∈ H . Then
(1) H ∈ C ⇒ G ∈ C,
(2) H ∈ C2 ⇔ G ∈ C2.
Proof. If H < G ∈ C2 then H ∈ C2 by the definition of the class C2. So we only need to
prove that H ∈ C (H ∈ C2) implies G ∈ C (G ∈ C2). Let 1 < f  f g in some order on G.
Then for any n,m ∈ Z+, we have 1 < f n  f ngm and the order induces a non-central
order on H . Thus all relatively convex subgroups of G are normal. Since [f m,gn] is a
product of mn conjugates of [f,g] and [f m,gn]  f m (whence [f m,gn]  f ), we get
[f,g]  f for any total ordering of G. Hence (1) holds.
The proof of (2) is similar but with 1 < f  f g in some order on some two-generator
orderable subgroup of G. 
The converse of Theorem B(1) is false:
Example 2.6. There exists a metabelian C-group with a non-C-subgroup of index two.
Proof. Let G ∈ C be the metabelian group constructed in the proof of Theorem A of [1]; so
G has generators a, b and, in addition to the metabelian identity, also satisfies the relation
[a, b]4 = [a, b]a+a−1+b+b−1 .
Let α,β ∈ R be such that α + α−1 + β + β−1 = 4; for example, we could take α = 6 and
β = −3/2. Let K be the subgroup of GL(2,Q) generated by
A =
[
α 1
0 1
]
and B =
[
β 0
0 1
]
.
Since α + α−1 + β + β−1 = 4, we get that K is the homomorphic image of G under the
map ϕ : a 
→ A, b 
→ B . Further, K is not orderable since it is not an R∗-group. However,
the subgroup L = 〈A,B2,K ′〉 <K is orderable and the standard total orders on L (see [3,
Example 1.3.22]) are non-central. Thus L /∈ C.
Let H = 〈a, b2,G′〉 (a subgroup of G of index 2). Hence Hϕ = L /∈ C. Therefore, we
can lift the standard orderings of L to H and deduce that there are non-central total orders
on H . 
Remark 2.7. In the example above, we were able to find a non-C-subgroup H in the C-
group G because there was an order on H which did not extend to an order on G. But if
every total order on a subgroup H of finite index in G were extendable to an order of G,
then H ∈ C if and only if G ∈ C. This follows from the definition of the class C.
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Both classes C and C2 are closed under homomorphic images which are orderable:
Lemma 3.1.
(i) Any orderable homomorphic image of a C-group with relatively convex kernel belongs
to C.
(ii) Any orderable homomorphic image of a C2-group with relatively convex kernel belongs
to C2.
Proof. Let G,H be orderable groups and < be a total order on H . Let φ :G → H be a
surjection with relatively convex kernel K . Since K is a relatively convex normal subgroup
of G, we can lift the order on H to G: g > 1 (in G) if and only if gφ > 1 in H or g ∈ K+.
It follows at once that H ∈ C if G ∈ C, and similarly for C2. 
In general, the two conditions H ∈ C and G/H ∈ C together do not imply G ∈ C. Free
metabelian groups provide such counterexamples. It is natural to impose further restric-
tions on H in order that (H ∈ C and G/H ∈ C) implies G ∈ C. For example, consider the
condition: H is a relatively convex subgroup of G such that every order on G (in which H
is convex) is central. Is it enough to ensure that G ∈ C? Although we are unable to answer
the question in general, we can provide a positive solution whenever H is contained in the
centre of G.
Theorem C. Let H be a torsion-free subgroup contained in the centre of a group G. Then
G/H ∈ C implies G ∈ C.
Proof. Suppose G admits a non-central order . In this case there are two elements
a,g ∈ G such that [a,g] / a. Let A ≺ B , A,B G be a jump in the series of all nor-
mal convex subgroups of G. Thus if C is a convex subgroup and A<C <B then C is not
normal. But all non-identity elements h ∈ H are central and so produce jumps Ch ≺ C∗h
with properties: Ch,C∗hG and f  [f,g] for any f ∈ C∗h \Ch and g ∈ G. It follows that
H ∩ (B \A) = ∅; so
A∩H = B ∩H. (1)
We first show that we may assume that H is divisible.
Recall Kopytov’s Theorem [9] (see also [8, Theorem 1, p. 25], or [13, Theorem 2.2.2])
that every orderable group G can be embedded in an orderable group G∗ with divisible
centre Z∗ containing the centre Z of G so that (1) G∗ = GZ∗ and Z = G ∩ Z∗ (whence
G∗/Z∗ ∼= G/Z); and (2) every total order on G extends uniquely to a total order on G∗.
We embed G in the guaranteed group G∗ as above with induced non-central order 
(see Remark 2.7). Let H ∗ be a divisible closure of H in G∗. Since H is a relatively convex
subgroup, it is isolated. Since H and Z are Abelian, we have H ∗ ∩G = H ∗ ∩Z = H and
GH ∗/H ∗ ∼= G/H . As above, the initial non-central order  being extendable to G∗ is
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assume that H is divisible.
Next we may assume that B ∩H = {1}—otherwise G/B ∩H would also be a counter-
example by (1).
Now consider BH . Since H is in the centre of G and B ∩ H = {1}, we have BH ∼=
B × H . Put the lexicographic order 1 on BH (i.e., B  H and the orders on B and H
are the restrictions of the order  on these subgroups). Let H¯ be the image of H under
the natural homomorphism of G onto the ordered group G¯ = G/B . Since H is divisible,
H¯ is also a divisible subgroup of the centre of G¯. By Kokorin’s Theorem [7] (see also
[8, Corollary 2, p. 26], or [13, Theorem 2.2.11] ) a divisible subgroup of the centre of an
orderable group is relatively convex. Thus BH , the pre-image of H¯ in G, is convex.
The same arguments show that AH is also relatively convex. Since H is contained in
the centre of G, we see that the new order 1 on BH is a G-order. Further, H is convex
under 1 by construction. Hence G/H has a non-central order induced by 1 (because
BH/AH is order isomorphic to B/A with non-central order). This desired contradiction
proves the theorem. 
Corollary 3.2. Let A be a torsion-free subgroup in the hypercentre of a group G. Then
G/A ∈ C implies G ∈ C.
The example of a metabelian non-nilpotent finitely generated C-group constructed in
the proof of [1, Theorem A] is residually torsion-free-nilpotent. This is always the case for
finitely generated Abelian-by-nilpotent groups having a central order.
Theorem D. A finitely generated Abelian-by-nilpotent group admits central orders if and
only if it is residually torsion-free-nilpotent.
Proof. Let G be a finitely generated Abelian-by-nilpotent group with a central order. Let
R =⋂i∈Z+ γ¯i (G), where γ¯i (G) is the isolator of γi(G) (i = 1,2, . . .). Assume R = {1}.
Order G/R using the central order under which γ¯n(G) are convex subgroups; that is, if g ∈
γ¯n(G)\ γ¯n+1(G), then Rg >R iff gγ¯n+1(G) > γ¯n+1(G). Order R by taking the restriction
to R of the given central order on G. Thus we obtain an order on G that is central in which
R is convex.
Since G satisfies the maximal condition on normal subgroups [5], R is the normal clo-
sure of a finitely generated subgroup of G. Thus there is a convex jump C ≺ R under the
above order if R = {1}. Note that [R,G]  C. Let G¯ = G/C. Then R¯ =⋂i∈Z+ γ¯i (G¯) is
contained in the centre of G¯.
P.W. Stroud proved that if G is a finitely generated Abelian-by-nilpotent group, then
for some n ∈ Z+, γn(G) intersects the centre of G trivially [19, Theorem 15.3.6]. Thus
γn(G¯) ∩ R¯ = 1. Hence R¯ = R¯/(R¯ ∩ γn(G¯)) ∼= R¯γn(G¯)/γn(G¯) G¯/γn(G¯) is also finitely
generated nilpotent. It is generated by elements of finite order and is therefore finite. Con-
sequently, R¯ = 1, whence C = R, the desired contradiction. Theorem D fails for finitely generated centre-by-metabelian groups:
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C-group.
Proof. We begin with a nilpotent class 2 group N generated by elements ci , di , f (i ∈ Z)
and defined by relations:
[ci, cj ] = [di, dj ] = [ci, f ] = [di, f ] = 1, i, j ∈ Z, (2)
[ci, di] = f, i ∈ Z, [ci, dj ] = 1, i = j, i, j ∈ Z. (3)
Direct calculations show that mappings a, b given by:
a : ci 
→ cai = ci+1, di 
→ dai = di+1, f 
→ f a = f ; (4)
b : ci 
→ cbi = di, di 
→ dbi = d−1i−1d−1i+1d4i c−1i , f 
→ f b = f, (5)
take the generating set {ci, dj : i, j ∈ Z} onto generating sets {ci+1, dj+1: i, j ∈ Z} and
{di, d−1j−1d−1j+1d4j c−1j : i, j ∈ Z} of the group N ; they are compatible with defining relations
(2), (3), and have inverses:
ca
−1
i = ci−1, da
−1
i = di−1, i ∈ Z,
cb
−1
i = d−1i c−1i−1c−1i+1c4i , db
−1
i = ci, i ∈ Z.
So the mappings a, b extend to automorphisms of N which we also denote by a, b. We can
therefore construct the split product G = N  〈a, b〉 defined by (4) and (5).
We see from (4), (5) that
cabi = di+1 = cbai , dabi = d−1i d−1i+2d4i+1c−1i+1 = dbai ,
so the subgroup 〈a, b〉 is Abelian. By induction and (4), (5) we can also see that 〈a, b〉 is a
free Abelian group of rank two. It follows from (2), (4) and (5) that 〈f 〉 is the centre of G.
Indeed, f = [c0,n a, dn] ∈ γn+2(G) for all n ∈ Z+; so G is not residually nilpotent. More-
over, by the defining relations of G, the quotient G/〈f 〉 is isomorphic to the metabelian
group
H = 〈a, b, c0 ∣∣ [a, b] = 1, [canbm0 , cakbq0 ]= 1, ca+a−1+b+b−10 = c40〉.
Thus G is centre-by-metabelian. We note that the group H is obtained analogously to the
construction of the metabelian C-group in [1, Theorem A]. The proof that H is a C-group
is also similar to that in [1]. By Theorem C, the group G is also a C-group. Consequently,
G is a desired group. 
Theorem D also fails if we remove the finite generation hypothesis: one can construct
metabelian non-residually-nilpotent C-groups.
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Gi =
〈
ai, bi
∣∣ [abkii , ab
q
i
i
]= 1, [ai,i bi] = 1〉k,q∈Z.
Each group Gi is metabelian and nilpotent of class i. The element hi−1 = [ai,i−1 bi] gen-
erates the centre of Gi (i ∈ Z+). The group
G =
(∑
i∈N
Gi
)/〈
h0h
−1
1 , h1h
−1
2 , . . . , hnh
−1
n+1, . . .
〉
,
is a torsion-free locally nilpotent group, and therefore a C-group. But it is not residually
nilpotent because h0 ∈⋂n∈Z+ γn(G).
We next show that C and C2 are not first-order definable in the language of groups.
Theorem F. There is an ultraproduct of nilpotent metabelian groups that belongs to neither
C nor C2. Hence neither C nor C2 is an elementary class.
Proof. For each i ∈ Z+, let
Gi =
〈
ai, bi
∣∣ [abkii , ab
q
i
i
]= 1, [ai,i bi] = 1〉k,q∈Z
be the metabelian nilpotent groups constructed in Example 3.3 above. Denote by Ai , Bi ,
Ci (i ∈ Z+) the subgroups 〈ai〉, 〈bi〉, and 〈ai〉Gi , respectively. It follows from the defining
relations of Gi that Ci is a normal Abelian subgroup of Gi , Ci ∩ Bi = {1}, and Gi is the
split product Ci  Bi (for all i ∈ Z+). Let f (x) ∈ Z[x] be a polynomial in x. Express
f (x) as a polynomial in x − 1, say f (x) = α0 + α1(x − 1) + · · · + αk(x − 1)k . Now
a
f (b)
i = aα0+α1(b−1)+···+αk(b−1)
k
i = aα0i [ai, bi]α1 · · · [ai,k bi]αk . Thus
a
f (b)
i = 1 ⇔ f (x) is divisible by (x − 1)i . (6)
Let G =∏i∈Z+ Gi , and let A =∏i∈Z+ Ai , B =∏i∈Z+ Bi , C =∏i∈Z+ Ci . Since Ci Gi
for all i ∈ Z+, we get C G. Further, as Gi = Ci  Bi , we have C ∩ B = {1}, G/C ∼= B
and
G = C  B. (7)
We also see that G′ <C.
Denote the elements from G by (gi)i∈Z+ (or just (gi) for brevity).
Let U be a non-trivial ultrafilter on Z+, and U be the ultraproduct of {Gi : i ∈ Z+}; i.e.,
U = G/N where N = {(gi) ∈ G: {n ∈ Z+: gn = 1} ∈ U}. Both G and U are metabelian
since all the groups Gi are metabelian.
To show that U /∈ C we will find a total order on U with infrainvariant non-normal
convex subgroups.
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of (gi) in U . Let a¯ = (ai). It follows from (7) and the definition of ultraproducts that B¯
is isomorphic to the ultraproduct of {Bi : i ∈ Z+}/U and similarly C¯. Thus B¯ is orderable
and there is an order  on B¯ defined by: (bnii ) > 1¯ if and only if {i ∈ Z+: ni > 0} ∈ U . We
also have that C¯ is a normal Abelian subgroup of U , C¯ ∩ B¯ = {1¯}, and
U = C¯  B¯. (8)
For every g¯ ∈ B¯ , let C¯g¯ , C¯ ∗¯g be the isolators of the subgroups 〈h¯f¯ | h¯ ∈ A¯, f¯ < g¯,
f¯ ∈ B¯〉, 〈h¯f¯ | h¯ ∈ A¯, f¯  g¯, f¯ ∈ B¯〉, respectively. From the definition:
(i) all C¯g¯ , C¯ ∗¯g are strictly isolated in U and C¯g¯  C¯ ∗¯g ;
(ii) g¯1 < g¯2 implies C¯ ∗¯g1  C¯g¯2 ;
(iii) C¯g¯2g¯1 = C¯g¯1g¯2 , (C¯ ∗¯g1)g¯2 = C¯ ∗¯g1g¯2 .
It follows from (i)–(iii) that ⋂g¯∈B¯ C¯g¯ and ⋃g¯∈B¯ C¯g¯ are normal strictly isolated sub-
groups in the metabelian group U and so are relatively convex.
We now verify that C¯g¯ < C¯ ∗¯g for every g¯ ∈ B¯ . By (iii), it is sufficient to do this for g¯ = 1¯.
By definition, a¯ ∈ C¯ ∗¯1 . Suppose a¯ ∈ C¯1¯. Then a¯1¯+g¯1+···+g¯k ∈ 〈h¯f¯ | h¯ ∈ A¯, f¯ < 1¯, f¯ ∈ B¯〉
and so
a¯1¯+g¯1+···+g¯k = h¯f¯11 · · · h¯
f¯q
q , h¯i ∈ A¯. (9)
Here all f¯1, . . . , f¯q ∈ B¯ and f¯1, . . . , f¯q < 1¯ but there are no restrictions on g¯1, . . . , g¯k .
Nevertheless we can assume that all g¯1, . . . , g¯k ∈ B¯ (since C¯ is Abelian and U = C¯  B¯),
and g¯1, . . . , g¯k  1¯ (because we can remove a¯g¯i for negative g¯i from the left-hand side and
transfer it as a¯−g¯i to the right-hand side). Since (9) holds in the ultraproduct U , it must hold
in an infinite sequence of groups Git with i1 < i2 < i3 < · · · , and all noted restrictions on
g¯1, . . . , g¯k , f¯1, . . . , f¯q . So we have in all Git :
a
1+bnit ,1+···+bnit ,k+mit ,1b−sit ,1+···+mit ,qb−sit ,q
it
= 1
with nit ,1, . . . , nit ,k  0, sit ,1, . . . , sit ,q > 0, and mit ,1, . . . ,mit ,q ∈ Z, mit ,1 = 0. Let nit ,1 
· · · nit ,k and sit ,1  · · · sit ,q for definiteness. Then (after conjugating by bsit ,1 ) we have
a
fit (b)
it
= 1 (10)
where fit (x) = mit ,1 +mit ,2xsit ,1−sit ,2 + · · · +mit ,qxsit ,1−sit ,q + xsit ,1 + xsit ,1+nit ,1 + · · · +
xsit ,1+nit ,k . These polynomials vary for different it but they all have two essential proper-
ties: every fit (x) contains no more than q + k + 1 terms and fit (0) = 0. But any non-zero
polynomial in x with no more than j terms is not divisible by (x − 1)j . Hence (10) contra-
dicts (6) when it > k + q . Thus C¯1¯ < C¯ ∗¯1 . Consequently, C¯g¯ < C¯ ∗¯g for all g¯ ∈ B¯ . The last
inequality together with (i) and (ii) gives
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Consider the chain:
{1¯} < · · · <
⋂
g¯∈B¯
C¯g¯ < · · · < C¯g¯ ≺ C¯ ∗¯g < · · · <
⋃
g¯∈B¯
C¯g¯ < U. (11)
The chain (11) satisfies Kokorin’s condition of orderability [8, Theorem 3, p. 16] and so
there is an order on U with relatively convex subgroups C¯g¯ . By (iii) and (iv), all subgroups
C¯g¯ from this chain are infrainvariant but not normal. So U /∈ C. 
If F is the free group on 2 generators, then Gn = F/γn(F ) is nilpotent for each n ∈ Z+
and thus belongs to C2. However, F is embeddable in G =∏n∈Z+ Gn by Witt’s Theorem,
and F has non-central orders (see the proof of Theorem C of [1]). Consequently, C2 is not
closed under full Cartesian products. The proof of the previous theorem helps establish the
corresponding result for C.
Corollary 3.4. Neither C nor C2 is closed under full Cartesian products.
Proof. With the notation of the proof of Theorem F, G is the Cartesian product of C2-
groups. It is orderable (use the lexicographic ordering) and, as already noted, G /∈ C2. Now
G has the orderable group U as a homomorphic image. Since U /∈ C, we get G /∈ C by
Lemma 3.1. 
4. An example of a non-nilpotent C2-group
We use a famous example of Golod [4] (see also [16]) to prove that the class C2 contains
finitely generated non-nilpotent and insoluble groups (see Theorem G below). We first
review some definitions and give a brief account of Golod’s example. We will need the
notation and some of the details.
Let A be an associative algebra over a field K . An element a ∈ A is called nilpotent
if an = 0 for some n = n(a) ∈ Z+ depending on a. If all elements a ∈ A are nilpotent
then A is called a nil-algebra. If there exists a positive integer n such that any product
a1 · · ·an of n elements from A is equal to zero then A is called nilpotent; if, in addition,
there exist n − 1 elements a1, . . . , an−1 ∈ A whose product is not equal to zero, then n is
called the index of nilpotency of A. Of course, any nilpotent algebra is a nil-algebra, but
the converse is not true in general. If A is an associative algebra with a unit element 1 and
B is a nil-subalgebra of A, then elements of the form 1+u, u ∈ B constitute a group G(B)
associated with B . In this case (1 + u)−1 = 1 − u + u2 + · · · + (−1)n−1un−1 where n
taken so that un = 0. Recall that the group associated with a nilpotent algebra of index n is
nilpotent of class strictly less than n. We will need one simple fact:
Lemma 4.1. Let B be a nil-algebra over a field of characteristic zero. Then the associated
group G(B) is torsion-free. Moreover, if B is residually nilpotent, then G(B) is residually
torsion-free-nilpotent.
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· · · + un, (1 + u)n = 1 implies nu+ 12n(n− 1)u2 + · · · + un = 0. Hence
nu
(
1 + 1
2
(n− 1)u+ · · · + 1
n
un−1
)
= 0.
But the element 1 + (n−1)2 u + · · · + 1nun−1 is invertible; so nu = 0. Since the field has
characteristic zero, we get u = 0.
If B is residually nilpotent, there is a set of ideals {Iλ: λ ∈ Λ} of B such then every
B/Iλ is nilpotent, and
⋂
λ∈Λ Iλ = {0}. The induced maps ϕλ : 1 + u 
→ 1 + u + Iλ are ho-
momorphisms of the associated group G(B) onto the associated nilpotent groups G(B/Iλ)
(λ ∈ Λ). If u = 0, then there is λ ∈ Λ such that u /∈ Iλ. Then 1+u+Iλ = 1 in G(B/Iλ). Be-
cause all algebras B/Iλ are over the same field of characteristic zero, all groups G(B/Iλ)
are torsion-free. Thus G(B) is residually torsion-free-nilpotent. 
Example 4.2 (Golod [4]). Let L be a finitely generated free associative algebra with a
1 over a field K . Let x1, . . . , xd be a set of free generators of L. The elements of L are
polynomials in non-commuting variables x1, . . . , xd with coefficients in K . For every field
K and integer d  2, there is an ideal I such that:
(i) I is generated by a set H of homogeneous polynomials of degree at least 2;
(ii) The subalgebra L0/I < L/I of polynomials with zero constant terms is not nilpotent,
but any subalgebra of L0/I with fewer than d generators is nilpotent. In particular,
L0/I is a nil-algebra.
Let Gd(L0/I) be the associated subgroup of G(L0/I) generated by 1 + x1 + I, . . . ,
1 + xd + I ; so Gd(L0/I) is a d-generator non-nilpotent group with the corresponding
property: every subgroup of Gd(L0/I) with fewer than d generators is nilpotent.
If char(K) = 0, then the associative group Gd(L0/I) is torsion-free residually nilpotent
by Lemma 4.1, and so is orderable. Thus G = Gd(L0/I) illustrates (for d  3):
Theorem G. The following classes contain non-locally-soluble groups:
(1) C2;
(2) unbounded Engel orderable groups;
(3) residually torsion-free nilpotent groups without free subsemigroups of rank > 1.
Proof. (1) and (2). As was noted in Lemma 4.1, G is orderable; by construction G is not
nilpotent but all two-generator subgroups of G are nilpotent. So any two element subgroup
of G belongs to C. Thus G ∈ C2. Since every pair of elements of G generate a nilpotent
group, G is an Engel group. But any locally soluble Engel group is locally nilpotent by
Plotkin’s result [14,15]. Hence G is not locally soluble.
(3) By Lemma 4.1, G is residually torsion-free-nilpotent. Since every pair of elements
a, b ∈ G generates a nilpotent subgroup, the subsemigroup generated by a, b satisfies
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Y0(a, b) = b, Xi+1(a, b) = Xi(a, b)Yi(a, b) and Yi+1(a, b) = Yi(a, b)Xi(a, b). Thus the
semigroup generated by a and b is not free. 
Theorem G answers problems 1 and 2 in [1]. Theorem G(3) provides an example of a
insoluble finitely generated orderable group without non-Abelian free subsemigroups; we
know of no previous examples of this.
In [2], P.F. Conrad gave necessary and sufficient conditions for a chain of convex sub-
groups of right-ordered group H to satisfy the condition: for any convex jump (C,C∗),
C is normal in C∗ and the induced order on the factor group C∗/C is Archimedean. Such
orderings are now called Conrad right orderings. Conrad right orderings can equivalently
be formulated in terms of pairs of elements of the group (see [3,11]). Therefore any right
order on a group H is a Conrad right order if and only if the restriction of the order to
every two-generated subgroup of H is also a Conrad right order.
By construction, any two-generator subgroup of the orderable Golod group G =
Gd(L0/I) is nilpotent. By the Ault–Rhemtulla Theorem [17] (see also [3,11]), G admits
only Conrad right orders. Consequently,
Proposition 4.3. There are non-locally-soluble right-orderable groups admitting only Con-
rad right orderings.
This shows that the class of right-orderable groups admitting only Conrad right orders
is very rich.
The same problems can be asked for non-Engel groups in place of non-nilpotent ones:
Problem 4.4. Do the classes of groups listed below contain non-Engel groups?
(1) C2;
(2) The class of residually torsion-free nilpotent groups without free subsemigroups of
rank > 1.
Finally, we note that c-Engel orderable groups as well as lattice-orderable and Conrad
right-orderable groups are nilpotent of class depending on c [6] (see also [3]). Unbounded
Engel orderable groups need not be locally nilpotent (Theorem G(1)). Whether a right-
orderable c-Engel group must be nilpotent is still an open question [3, Problem 8].
5. An embedding theorem for metabelian groups
If H is a subgroup of a C-group G, then there is at least one central order on H ; however,
H may be not a C-group even if G is metabelian as was shown in Example 2.6. The
following result characterises metabelian groups which embed in metabelian C-groups.
Theorem H. Every metabelian group G with at least one central order can be embedded
in a metabelian G˜ ∈ C so that every central order on G extends to a central order on G˜.
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described in the following:
Lemma 5.1. Let G be a metabelian group. Then for any g ∈ G, the map g∗ :G → G given
by
g∗ :x 
→ xg∗ = x[g,x], x ∈ G,
is an endomorphism of G. Furthermore, if G has a central order , then g∗ is injective,
and x > 1 implies xg∗ > 1.
Proof. Let x, y, g ∈ G. Then
(xy)g
∗ = xy[g,xy] = xy[g,y][g,x]y = xy[g,x]y[g,y] = x[g,x] · y[g,y] = xg∗yg∗ .
If G is centrally ordered and x ∈ G+, then xg∗ = x[g,x] > 1 because x  [g,x]. If
xg
∗ = 1, then x = [x,g]. But this is impossible as G has a central order (x  [x,g]) unless
x = 1. 
We denote by 〈G,g∗〉 the ascending HNN-extension of G by the endomorphism g∗.
The group 〈G,g∗〉 is a split product G¯  〈g∗〉 where G¯ =⋃n∈Z+ G(g∗)−n and G(g∗)−n =
{h: h(g∗)n ∈ G} ∼= G.
Lemma 5.2. Let G be a metabelian group with a central order, g ∈ G, and g∗ be the
injective endomorphism defined in Lemma 5.1. Then
(i) [x,g∗] = [g,x] for all x ∈ 〈G,g∗〉;
(ii) If h1, h2 ∈ G and [x,h1] = [h2, x] for all x ∈ G, then [x,h1] = [h2, x] for all x ∈
〈G,g∗〉.
Proof. (i) If x ∈ G, then [x,g∗] = [g,x] by the definition of g∗. If x ∈ G¯, then x(g∗)n =
y ∈ G for some n ∈ Z+; so [x,g∗](g∗)n = [y,g∗] = [g,y] = [g,x](g∗)n because gg∗ = g.
Since g∗ is injective, [x,g∗] = [g,x]. If x ∈ 〈G,g∗〉, then x = (g∗)ny with y ∈ G¯. Hence
[(g∗)ny, g∗] = [y,g∗] = [g,y] = [g, (g∗)ny] since [g,g∗] = 1.
(ii) If x ∈ G¯, then x ∈ G(g∗)−n for some n ∈ Z+. We use induction on n. Let
[x,h1] = [h2, x] hold for all x ∈ G(g∗)−(n−1) . We must show that this equality holds for
all x ∈ G(g∗)−n . We have
[x,h1]g∗ =
[
xg
∗
, h
g∗
1
]= [xg∗ , h1[g,h1]]= [xg∗, [g,h1]][xg∗, h1]
= [xg∗ , [h2, g]][h2, xg∗]= [h2, xg∗][g,h2, xg∗]= [h2[g,h2], xg∗]= [h2, x]g∗ .
Since g∗ is an injective endomorphism of G¯, the equality [x,h1] = [h2, x] holds for all∗ −n
x ∈ G(g ) . 
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injective endomorphism defined in Lemma 5.1. Then 〈G,g∗〉 is a metabelian group and
the order on G extends to a central order on 〈G,g∗〉 when we embed G into 〈G,g∗〉 in the
natural way.
Proof. G¯ is metabelian since it is the union of a chain of metabelian groups. By
Lemma 5.1, the order  on G is invariant with respect to g∗, so the condition x(g∗)n > 1
is independent of n. We can therefore extend the central order G to G¯ by setting x > 1
iff x(g∗)n > 1 in G (where x(g∗)n ∈ G). Since g∗ is injective, this order on G¯ makes G¯ an
ordered group.
We next show that the group 〈G,g∗〉 is metabelian. An arbitrary element of 〈G,g∗〉 can
be written in the form h(g∗)n with h ∈ G¯ and n ∈ Z. By Lemma 5.2(i), [h, (g∗)n] ∈ G¯′ for
any h ∈ G¯ and n ∈ Z. By commutator calculus, we have for any h1, h2 ∈ G¯ and n1, n2 ∈ Z:
[
h1
(
g∗
)n1, h2(g∗)n2]= [h1, h2(g∗)n2](g∗)n1 [(g∗)n1 , h2(g∗)n2]
= [h1, (g∗)n2](g∗)n1 [h1, h2](g∗)n2+n1 [(g∗)n1 , h2](g∗)n2 ∈ G¯′.
Thus 〈G,g∗〉 is metabelian since G¯ is. Define a total order on 〈G,g∗〉 by: h(g∗)n > 1 iff
either n > 0 or (n = 0 and h > 1 in G¯). By Lemma 5.1, this order on G¯ is invariant under
conjugation by g∗; thus this order on 〈G,g∗〉 is central. 
Proof of Theorem H. Let G be a metabelian group having a central order . Let
{bi : i ∈ I } be a generating set of G and let B = {bni : i ∈ I, n ∈ Z \ {0}}. Well order B;
say B = {bα: α < λ}. We construct B∗ = {b∗α: α < λ} and {Gα: α < λ} by transfinite
induction so that each b∗α is an injective endomorphism of
⋃
β<α Gβ .
Let G0 = G. For α < λ, let Gα+1 = 〈Gα,b∗α〉 where b∗α is the injective endomorphism
of Gα obtained by applying Lemma 5.1 to Gα,bα ; and if α is a limit ordinal, let Gα =
〈⋃β<α Gβ,b∗α〉. Let G˜ =⋃α<λ Gα .
By Lemma 5.3, every Gα is metabelian and every central order on G extends to a central
order on Gα . Since G˜ is a union of a chain of metabelian ordered groups and any central
order of Gα extends to a central order on Gα+1, we get that G˜ is metabelian and any central
order on G extends to a central order on G˜. We need only to show that all total orders on
G˜ are central. Let  be a total order on G˜ and h ∈ G˜. By Lemma 5.2(ii) and the definition
of b∗, we have [h,b] = [b∗, h]; so
hbhb
∗h = h2. (12)
Thus hb,hb∗h  h. Since B is closed under inverses, hb−1h(b−1)∗h = h2. Thus the convex
jump determined by h is invariant under conjugation by any b ∈ B and b∗ ∈ B∗. But bn ∈ B
by definition and so (bn)∗ ∈ B∗. Replacing b by bn in (12) we obtain hbnh(bn)∗h = h2. This
gives Ch(hb
n
)(hb
∗h) = Chh2. Now C∗h/Ch can be viewed as an additive subgroup of R and
conjugation as multiplication by non-negative real numbers. Since hh = h, conjugation by
h is multiplication by 1. Thus we get sn + tn = 2 for all n ∈ Z, where conjugation by
b and b∗ correspond to multiplication by s and t . It follows that s = t = 1 so C∗h/Ch is
centralised by b, b∗. Since G˜ is generated by B ∪B∗ (by construction), every convex jump
in G˜ is central. 
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